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Abstract

In the article, the content and essence of the concept of Public Security of the Republic of Uzbekistan, adopted in Uzbekistan in the years of independence on the formation of an absolute new system of Public Security, its scientific-theoretical, legal, organizational and methodological foundations, existing threats and risks of the present day, as well as on the further development of Public Security.
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Introduction

In Uzbekistan, a completely new system of ensuring public safety has been formed in the years of its development, and it has acquired its scientific, theoretical [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], legal [8], organizational and tactical basis [9]. In the years of independence, a holistic legal system was created in the Republic on protection of the rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of citizens, maintenance of public order, ensuring the security of the individual, society and the state, prevention and profiling of offenses [10].

The internal affairs bodies were a specially authorized system with the main forces and tools for ensuring public safety, and in accordance with the strategy of action, radical reforms were carried out in order to transform it into a public system.

Taking into account the modern risks and threats, the importance and scope of the work carried out, systematic organizational measures are being implemented to accurately determine the tasks and functions of the Departments of internal affairs bodies at all levels and to optimize the organizational and staff structure, rational use of force and Means. As a result, by optimizing the organizational structure and functions of all the joints of the bodies of work, 85 percent of employees were provided with the
functioning of the subsystem [11]. In order to create a safe, crime-free environment in the neighborhood itself, divisional inspectors activities were established in each neighborhood on the basis of the concept of “prosperous and safe neighborhood” [12].

The Main Part

The system of regular reporting of officials in all sections of the internal affairs bodies before the population, as well as new provisions of the control of the public, Parliament and deputies on ensuring legitimacy in their activities are introduced, ensuring openness and transparency of the system's activities [13].

In order to ensure systematic communication with the people, social partnership with the institutions of civil society, comprehensively facilitate the solution of the most important problems of the population, a system of solving the problems directly in places is being formed by identifying and eliminating the causes of crimes in each neighborhood, family and individual sections.

In the sectors of the internal affairs bodies, the system of work "mahallabay", "oilabay", "fuqarobay" (work in the context of each mahalla, each family, each citizen) has been introduced. Active participation in the formation of “iron book”, “women's book”, “youth book” in the neighborhoods on prevention, women's issues and in solving the problems of the citizens included in them is ensured [14].

On all links of internal affairs bodies the activity of divisions on working with appeals of individuals and legal entities was established. The electronic system “E-appeal” has been introduced into the activities of the internal affairs bodies, a qualitatively new procedure for receiving, reviewing and resolving appeals, as well as control of these processes has been established [15].

In order to strengthen law and order in the country, ensure peace and tranquility of the population through the formation of an integral system for ensuring public security, preventing offenses and combating crime, effective activities have been organized from the lowest level to the republican level, mechanisms have been established for introducing modern methods of work of internal affairs bodies.

Therefore, first, to identify and eliminate the causes of crime in the sections of each neighborhood, family and person, and secondly, to attract all the necessary forces and means to eliminate the "foci of crime" in the regions due to the situation of crime, in thirdly, on the basis of the "Republican-Regional-District-Mahalla" system, the introduction of holistic management and continuous control systems, the creation of a modern image of the employees of the internal affairs bodies and fourthly, the achievement of full digitization of the sphere are introduced into practice as completely new elements of the organization of the activities of the internal affairs bodies [16].

In accordance with the Strategy of action and in accordance with the needs of the society, absolutely new rules and procedures for the organization of work in the direction of ensuring public safety on the basis of the principle of "serving the interests of the people" are introduced, mutual purposeful cooperation of state bodies with public structures is being established.

It should be especially noted that various confrontations and contradictions that are growing in the world, threats to the peace and tranquility of the country, a pandemic, natural and man-made disasters impose on responsible state structures the tasks of further improving activities based on the priority idea «All our aspirations and actions are in the name of honor and human dignity» [17].

In order to carry out these tasks effectively, the concept of Public Security of the Republic of Uzbekistan, which is an integral part of national security, embodied in the future directions of the state policy in the field of ensuring public security, was approved.
Decree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On approval of the concept of Public Security in the Republic of Uzbekistan and measures for its implementation”, adopted on November 29, 2021, determined to continue the reforms in the same direction on the basis of the principle of “serving the interests of the people” and the development strategy of the New Uzbekistan.

The concept of public security of the Republic of Uzbekistan defines the state policy in the field of ensuring public security, which is one of the main directions of national security, and its general provisions define the concepts of "public security", "ensuring public security", national interests in the field of ensuring public security, the main directions of state policies, basic principles of activity, as well as the implementation of measures in this direction jointly.

In accordance with the concept, Public Safety is a state of protection of society from illegal aggression, social and national conflicts, emergency situations and other threats, which contributes to the sustainable development of society and ensures the realization of human rights, freedoms and legitimate interests.

Ensuring public safety is a holistic system that covers political, socio-economic, legal and other comprehensive organizational measures that are determined by the state to protect society from threats and are constantly being improved.

The analysis shows that in the context of the main directions of public policy in the field of ensuring public security, priority is given to pre-operative, that is, early prophylactic measures. Specifically: adopt and ensure their implementation of extensive coverage target programmes to address threats to public safety; early prevention of illegal encroachments of society, identification and elimination of their main factors; implementation of the profilactics of social and national conflicts; ensuring the continuous and safe functioning of social infrastructure, including tourism facilities; prevention of cases of damage and death caused by road traffic accidents by improving the transport infrastructure, safety standards of vehicles and traffic rules; prevention of crime-prone, socialization of persons who have gone astray under the influence of administrative and probation control and alien ideas, including through their professional training and wide involvement in entrepreneurship, to prevent the re-criminalization of citizens of this category; protection of population and territories from natural and technological emergencies, formation and constant improvement of the skills of the population in ensuring citizen protection, fire safety, prevention of violations among them through the implementation of work aimed at protecting against the ideas of extremism, violence and cruelty; wide introduction of modern information and communication technologies and systems into the sphere; ensuring constant readiness of their forces and means, increasing their speed, strengthening their material and technical supply, as well as increasing the level of legal and social protection of their work.

This current Concept clearly defines national interests in the field of ensuring public security, its main principles, as well as the implementation of ensuring public security in cooperation with state bodies and organizations, self-government bodies of citizens, non-governmental non-profit organizations, public associations, citizens and the media.

In the Concept, the subjects that provide public security are composed of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of National Guard, the Ministry of emergency situations, the State Security Service, the Prosecutor General's office, the Ministry of mahalla and family support, the Ministry of Information Technology and communications.

The mechanisms for implementing the Public Security Concept are directly defined in the Strategy for the Development of the Public Security System in the Republic of Uzbekistan for 2022-2025 and the Roadmap for its implementation in 2022. In accordance with these documents, the improvement of the public security system will be achieved through the phased implementation of systemic measures in
the following areas: the development of legal, methodological, scientific, organizational foundations, forms and methods, as well as the digitalization of activities.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, it should be noted that in a difficult and difficult situation, when threats in various manifestations are growing in the world, on the basis of the new Concept of Public Security of Uzbekistan, we all must act more balanced and consciously, boldly and decisively in order to preserve our peaceful and tranquil life, strengthen the national independence [18].
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